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Relevance beyond time



Malborg is one of the leading European manufacturers of hardwood flooring. Malborg 
products are floor coverings, window sills, countertops of the highest class, which are 
100% made of natural wood, the quality and selection of which meet the highest level of 
requirements. All products combine aesthetic qualities, exclusive design and finishing 
options, ease of installation and environmental friendliness of the materials used.

The company’s production facilities are located in Poland.
Raw materials for the production of Malborg products come mainly from forests 

approved by the European Forest Certification Program (PEFC), and meet the 
requirements of the M1 standard - the highest class of building materials. All products 
are tested for compliance with strict quality criteria.
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Malborg engineered board is a modern floor covering made 
entirely of natural wood, its appearance and feel do not differ from 
the texture of solid board. Thanks to the basis from multilayered 
birch plywood, the engineering board keeps the sizes in the 
wide range of fluctuations of humidity of environment.

✓  Unique combination of reasonable price and high quality
✓  Reliable glue-free connection with the locking system «click»
✓  Thickness of upper decorative layer of wood (veneer) -  

 3 mm - at the engineering board
✓  Base layer of birch plywood
✓  Patented oil-wax coating from 3 to 5 layers
✓  High-precision geometry of plank slats
✓ Multilayer design that eliminates significant changes in the  

shape of the slats with changes in temperature and humidity
✓  Conformity  to  the  strictest  ecological  standards  and 

requirements
✓  True European Quality
✓ 15-year warranty, subject to storage, operation and care

patented system of locking 
connection of boards

«click»

Malborg is the aesthetic beauty and energy of nature

Distinctive features of Malborg products:
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MALBORG is the highest quality in all respects

New building or reconstruction - window sills must always meet high physical 
requirements. MALBORG window sills are made by patented technology in the 
form of glued wooden slats and birch plywood under high pressure. Resistant to 
deformation, durable and environmentally friendly.

✓ Large selection of decors and sizes
✓ Quality, durability
✓ Resistance to ultraviolet radiation
✓ Resistance to moisture
✓ Suitable for food contact
✓ Ease of preventive maintenance
✓ No health risk
✓ Environmental friendliness
✓ 20-year warranty

Our main advantages: Fantasy and style
In interior design to choose the suitable window 

sill is matter of aesthetics. If you are looking for the 
unobtrusive element of the room or pronounced 
accent, MALBORG offers a wide range of decors 
and sizes. In modern design, window sills with the 
classic edge and rectangular leading edge are used.

Quality based on experience
MALBORG window sills are made of PEFC-

certified wood. Thanks to the careful selection of 
raw materials and advanced production process, we 
have high quality products.



MALBORG - Creates Harmony

Wooden dining tables have their roots in the Middle Ages. Since then, they 
have become firmly entrenched in our homes and our hearts. Made of solid wood, 
MALBORG countertops are guaranteed to be the center of your kitchen and home 
for many years to come.

Our countertops bring comfort to your home and allow you to express the 
individuality of your space.

The popularity of eco-style and the tendency to widespread use of natural 
materials in the interior has made wooden countertops the most common solution.
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✓ Environmental friendliness. Unconditional plus of wooden countertops - their 
environmental friendliness and safety (both for humans in daily use and for nature during 
disposal). The microclimate of the apartment only wins when choosing a wooden surface

✓ Appearance. Important point is the spectacular appearance of natural material. The texture 
of wood will ennoble any interior, this material is one of those that give the atmosphere 
weight, solidity, and is associated with abundance.

✓ Tactile properties. Wood is not only a stylish appearance, but also outstanding tactile 
properties: such a surface is warm and pleasant to the touch.

✓ At the top of the wave. You don’t have to worry that tomorrow wooden countertops will go 
out of fashion: they will always be appropriate, without being tied to interior fashion.

✓ Stylistic neutrality. Natural wood can fit into almost any style and successfully complement 
any color scheme. And if suddenly tomorrow you decide to update the interior of the 
kitchen, giving it a completely new sound, rest assured: a wooden countertop is always in 
vogue.

✓ Durability with proper care. With proper care, natural wood surfaces can please you for 
many years: this material is quite durable.

Pros of wooden countertops:
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MALBORG - Outright Naturalness

Wooden shelves are a profitable and successful solution for organizing the space 
used for storage and placement of various things. Ergonomic and compact designs 
can become real “highlight”. They are suitable for use in any room of the house.

Wooden models harmoniously fit into any interior, can favorably supplement 
decoration in the classic and variety of contemporary styles, including the popular 
now loft.

Natural shades will help to create a complete 
feeling of being in the fresh air and open 
space.

✓ strength
✓ reliability
✓ elegance and presentability
✓ endurance to loadings

Advantages of wooden shelves:



malborg.com.ua
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